PART A: continued

PART B: TRAIN ROUTE:
970yen (one way total), 1hr.40min. trip (approx. total including walking/waiting, with "local" service trains)
JAPAN RAILWAYS

PART C: ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
U.S. ARMY AREA NORTH DOCK P.O.V. SECTION Bldg: 305
Phone: 269-6678 Hours: 8 a.m.-11:30 a.m., 1 p.m.-3:30 p.m. (Mon, Tue, Thu, Fri)
3 p.m. (Wed)

INSTRUCTIONS (recommanded route)
Question about JR trains? Call JR USA INFO LINE at 050-2016-1603

1. Go to Hashi-Fusa Sta. - 10 min. walk from the Fusa Gate.
2. At Hashi-Fusa Sta., purchase 970yen ticket from the ticket vending machine or ticket seller. If you don't find them, don't worry - you can pay the fee later, either at the adjustment machine or ticketer at the ticket window in Hashi-Fusa, when you get there, or to a conductor when he walks by on the train (specify that you node from Hashi-Fusa). Get on Hashi-Fusa Line and go to Hashi-Fusa Sta. - double check if the train goes to Hashi-Fusa.
3. There are a few Hashi-Fusa Line trains do not go to Hashi-Fusa while most ones do (as of 2017, we have the Hashi-Fusa Line schedule for the time).
4. At Hashi-Fusa Sta., transfer to Yokohama Line and take it to Hashi-Kanagawa Sta. Both local and rapid trains stop at Hashi-Kanagawa Sta.
5. At Hashi-Kanagawa Sta., go out the east exit if you have already purchased the ticket. If not, pay 970yen at the adjustment machine or ticketer at the ticket window, and proceed toward the North Dock.
6. Refer to the map of the North Dock (map on the left side of this page). Walk toward the expressway overpass (Toyota dealer is on your left-hand-side). Walk on the pedestrian bridge over the major intersection with expressway overpass, and keep walking straight toward the North Dock "Mizuhofuto".

RETURN TRIP TO FUSAA (YOKOTA)
Retrace the steps above. Purchase 970yen ticket from the ticket machines at Hashi-Kanagawa station, and take Yokohama Line to Hashi-Fusa. At Hashi-Fusa, transfer to Hashi-Fusa Line and go to Hashi-Fusa.

OVERALL LOOK OF THE TRAIN ROUTE

NOTE: All information is subject to change without notice and maps are not drawn to scale. All estimated times are approximate and based on guidelines, and are duration when you take the route with normal connections. In some cases you may reach your destination earlier than it's listed in this verse. The Yuso Community Center doesn't assume all responsibility against direct or indirect damage to arise from the use of "Yuso Recreation Center Directions" and "RECREATION CENTER DIRECTIONS". The Yuso Community Center is not liable for any information or use of this document. We advise any traveler use of the "Yuso Recreation Center Directions" without permission by the author and director of the Yuso Community Center.